The Seven Keys to Inspired Style
What women with great style know

ONE KEY PER DAY

THE 7 KEYS TO
INSPIRED STYLE

Who needs the hassle of bad style?
I sure don’t. I need it like credit card
debt.
I am keen for my life to be
enjoyable and wearing a bad outfit
is just not my version of ‘ok’. More
enjoyment and less hassle please.
So how do women with great style
make it work for them? We all
admire Audrey Hepburn and
wonder how she did it.
You might have someone at work
who pulls off great style. Are you
wondering how she does it? You’ve
had fab outfits yourself that drew
compliments and yet sometimes
you’re not sure if you’re hitting the
mark.
Here is how you can look
gorgeous more often. Brought to
you by Style Gorgeous.
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Women with great style...
Make the Most of their Best Colours
Women with great style make the most of their best colours. Colour is
sometimes the only thing that makes the difference between looking like the
leader of the First World and looking like you just stepped out of bed. Colour is
seriously that important.
We can be quite sensitive and personal about our colours. Knowing exactly
which colours suit you best is where a colour consultation comes
in. Meanwhile, you can open your eyes to your colour choices and learn a lot.
Beauty comes in many shapes, sizes and ages. It also comes in many colours.
The wrong colour is one of the most common reasons that clothes fail to give
us the lift they could.
Women who dress within a
colour palette perfectly
suited to them say things
like “I got so many
compliments that day, I
was floored” and “my
partner kept saying I look a
million dollars”. Would that
be nice?
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Black has become such a go-to colour for business wear, but the truth is that
only a few people can wear black well. Fact is, we can get so used to seeing
ourselves in the wrong colours that we lose the ability to see which
colours make us healthy and vibrant.
Follow the ladies who know and and keep in mind you may need the eyes of
others to help confirm your best colours- ask if you dare, it’s worth it. You'll be
happier for it.

Flatter their Shape
Women with great style flatter their shape.
How you flatter your figure right now is a lot
about whether you understand your body
shape. And then there is the fact that you’ve
got to work out how to best dress that
shape.
Don’t get too caught up on your body shape
- bits and pieces can change size. (Can I get a
“Yes they sure can” to that?) It’s not true that
your body shape doesn’t change - some of
my clients have been people whose shape
has changed.
The key, the magic, is to have a loving look
at yourself and know which parts you would
like to ‘show off’ or at least emphasise or
bring to the light, and which parts you would
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like to give a little less attention to. You could dress in a potato sack but
most likely that would send a message you’re not interested in style.
If you want great style, work with your beautiful shape to highlight your best
features - it is your key to the kingdom.
Then there’s the fact that we’re often wearing sizes that aren’t quite right for
one part or another.
Do you know how to dress your best assets and downplay your other
bits? Join 7 Days of Style Inspiration to experiment with this idea.

Use Design Principles to
Create their Outfits
Women with great style use design principles to create
their outfits. Have you ever bought a gorgeous top but
struggled to pair it with anything else? Or do you own a
skirt that feels ‘too much’ when you wear it?
It could be that you don’t have the right combination in
your outfit, so you’re missing that sweet spot of style
(sorry to say). That sweet spot is the beautiful zone
between drab nursing-the-flu clothes and a super-sexy
‘come-hither’ combination. You need design principles
to work for you.
Accessorising shows the power of design principles.
Accessories are sometimes called
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‘completer pieces’, because they have the world of potential to complete your
outfit. With a little tweak of colour, shape and pizazz, you can change
completely where the eye lands and change your outfit. The impact of
accessories shows us just how powerful it is to attract the eye to various areas.
Design principles hold true regardless of your style - whether you are more a
classic lady, a sexy siren, a relaxed belle, an up-styled city chick, the avantgarde adventuress, a boho babe or the queen of edgy. It’s all about where the
eye lands.
See how much you up your style ante with an ‘insider trick’ design principle I
introduce in 7 Days of Style Inspiration.

Express their Essence
Women with great style express their essence
through their style. Which eras are you drawn
to? Do you have a decade or a century that you
particularly like when it comes to fashion
styles?
It has been said that the basis of style is
understanding not only who you are now, but
also who you want to be.
What makes you who you are? We’re pulling
off the covers now. Between you and I and this
page, if you have heroes or heroines, what do
you admire about them?
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Parts of your personality shape your choices - whether you like comfort or
structure, standing out or fitting in, whether you like to be on the cutting
edge or you’re more conservative. Are you straight and bold or more subtle
and complex? How does your personality shape what fits and feels good to
you?
Janie Bryant, costume stylist for Mad Men: “Whether I’m creating looks for
Betty or Joan, there is that moment with the clothes make the character. It
just clicks… The actor looks in the mirror and says ‘Thank you. Now I know
who I am.’ ” Do you bring that power to your wardrobe?
It’s incredible to think that your choice of clothes can help you feel more
yourself, but that is exactly what style does. Great style makes the most of
your essence. Being yourself has never been more attractive.
Go a little further with this idea in the 7 Days of Style Inspiration experience.

Celebrate their Life
Women with great style dress to suit and
celebrate their life. They're not chained to
trends and the latest fads. In the famous
words of Coco Chanel: “Fashion changes but
style endures.”
Women with great style know when to move
on from style that no longer suits them. They
recognise that their work, life and
commitments all shape their choices. As these
areas of their life change, they're happy to
adapt their style to suit.
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A woman with great style in her 50s doesn't wear
hipster jeans and a crop top. Women with great style
in the corporate world look for ways to express their
personality through their corporate wear. A woman in
her 40s who has great style isn't going to dress like
she's in her 20s or 60s. Personal style is an excuse to
have a bit of fun. How might you want to celebrate
your life as it is right now?
If you’re in your 20s you might be broke and saving
money while studying and beginning your career. You
don’t need investment pieces or unnecessary
splurges. Experiment, test and try. Have some fun.
If you’re in your 30s you might feel like your life has
formed into some sort of direction. You don’t need
the hassle of a difficult wardrobe. Refine, invest and
explore how to develop your style.
If you’re in your 40s you’re no longer trying to keep
up with the latest trends, you might have
worked out how to pick the trends that work for you. You might have dropped
some of the sexy looks you rocked twenty years ago and you’re opting for
something more classy. Edit, invest and enjoy what you're building.
If you’re in your 50s you might be experiencing your body changing (again) and
changing the way your clothes work for you. You want to look amazing and you
can! Your wardrobe of reliable basics and statement pieces is a great help. You
might also feel like you’re stuck in a style rut, where your previous formula no
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longer works. Re-assess, define and design a look that suits.
If you’re in your 60s and upwards your life is changing again in major ways retirement, grandchildren, perhaps even moving house have made you busier
than you thought you would be at this age. Your colours are changing too, as
grey hair creeps up and your skin tone changes. There is nothing more gorgeous
than a woman who embraces her age and knows her true beauty - you have so
much to celebrate. Enjoy, express yourself with dignity and delight in your style.
These are guesses about you! What is your life like? How does your age, work
life, family life and commitments change how you dress?
A lady who doesn't look like she's trying to be someone else is the epitomy of
great style. Nothing screams confidence like a lady who wears her 'outer skin'
easily and joyfully.
Join us in 7 Days of Style Inspiration to take this idea further.

Make the Most of their
Budget
Women with great style make the most of their budget.
In all kinds of realms it makes sense to buy the best you
can afford. Houses, technology, shoes, clothes!
You’ve heard the prayer “God give me the grace to
accept the things I cannot change and the courage to
change the things I can” - this is one of those moments
my friend. If your budget is limited, denial is not your
best companion.
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Great style works with your budget. You don’t
need the burden or hassle of being in debt
because of your wardrobe. You also want to get
some serious style. When you buy the best you
can afford, investing in the right pieces, you save
yourself time and add joy to your life.
Perhaps there’s one exception to being in debt
because of your wardrobe - if you’re starting a
new job in the corporate world, straight out of
Uni, and you literally have never been able to
afford a skirt suit, then you need one. You need
several. And turning up to work in jeans and a Tshirt is not going to be the best look while you’re
still on probation.
For all of us, at any stage, building that workable
wardrobe is not about buying expensive pieces
but investing where it counts.
Join us in 7 Days of Style Inspiration to be
inspired about where you spend your money.

Curate their Wardrobe
Women with great style curate their wardrobe.
You need an essentials list. You need to know that the pieces in your wardrobe
work together to make beautiful combinations that do all the right things - they
ought to give you your best colours, flatter your shape, express your essence and
use design principles to your best advantage.
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What is in your wardrobe that is adding stress to your life? Have you edited out
the things that don’t work?
Perhaps your wardrobe needs some breathing space or a lease of new life. A
capsule wardrobe is becoming popular - we want to minimise, reduce stress
and make less impact on the planet and our purses.
Creating space and calm in your wardrobe carries over to your life. When you
know your wardrobe is a trove of treasures then each morning becomes a fun
experience of getting dressed.
Would you like help to work out how to curate your wardrobe? Would you like
to apply these seven keys to your life?

Join 7 Days of Style
Inspiration
Women with great style join 7 Days of Style
Inspiration. Perhaps one of the women you know
upped their styling game via this free FaceBook
group.
If you want to play with the 7 Keys to Inspired Style,
I warmly invite you to join us. On the 1st of each
month we start seven days of activities to inspire
your style.
Click this link to apply these 7 keys to your life and
become a women with great, even gorgeous, style.
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Your Personal Stylist
Nina Fountain
Gone are the days of having nothing
to wear!
I received my Personal Stylist
certification from LA's School of Style.
You're in great hands, I've been
trained by the best.
After working with me, my clients feel
confident in their own style and look
gorgeous. I'm not the only one who
says so - I'm thrilled to say.
I work in Wellington, New Zealand
and online all over the world.
Find me on FaceBook:
@StyleGorgeousCoach
Email: nina@stylegorgeous.com
NZ mobile: 022 016 4410
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